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Introduction 

The Expatcenter was initially an Amsterdam Topstad project, founded in the WTC building 
at the Zuidas in June 2008. The Expatcenter helps highly skilled migrants to settle into life 
in the Amsterdam Area. 
 
The Expatcenter fulfils an important regional function, collaborating with the municipalities 
of Amstelveen, Almere and Haarlemmermeer. Strong collaborative ties have also been 
established with the Dutch Inland Revenue and the Immigration and Naturalisation 
Service (IND). Within the City of Amsterdam, the Expatcenter is part of the Department of 
Economic Affairs. 
 
The Expatcenter uses various means (such as their website and Facebook) to stay in 
touch with expats and other internationals who call Amsterdam home. However, 
knowledge of them and their needs remained relatively limited. In order to gain a better 
insight into its target group, in June 2012 the Expatcenter commissioned the City of 
Amsterdam Research and Statistics Department to set up a digital panel to interview 
internationals about various key subjects. 
 
This report presents an analysis of the results of the first round of interviews, indicating 
how internationals are faring in the city: how they rate life in Amsterdam and their socio-
cultural life, what they do in their spare time, how their network is composed, whether they 
feel at home in the city, how they are integrating, what they miss in Amsterdam and what 
could be improved. 
 
A total of 510 internationals participated in the survey, which took place in July and August 
2012. 
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1 The respondents 

Just over half of the 510 internationals that participated in the survey come from Europe, 
primarily from the United Kingdom (41 people), Portugal, Germany and France (26, 25 
and 23 people respectively). Nearly a fifth is from Asia, the majority of these from India (56 
people). 13% of the respondents are from Canada and the United States. 
 

Table 1.1 Where do the internationals in Amsterdam come from? 

  abs. %

Europe   265 52

Asia  92 18

Canada & the USA  66 13

South and Middle America   36 7

Australia & New Zealand   16 3

Africa  14 3

no answer   21 4

total  510 100

 
Nearly 6 out of 10 of the respondents are under 40 years old. The age of nearly a third of 
the respondents is not recorded because no date of birth was stated. 
 
Table 1.2 Age distribution of the internationals in Amsterdam 

  abs. %

20-24   28 5

25-29  112 22

30-34  101 20

35-39  57 11

40-44  22 4

45-49  14 3

50-54  9 2

55-59  3 1

60-68  4 1

no answer  160 31

total  510 100

 
The majority of internationals are in the country with their partner and no children (44%) 
and a large proportion are single (36%). 15% live with a partner and a child or children 
while 1% are single parents. The familial situation of the remaining respondents is 
unknown. 
 
Nearly 8 out of 10 internationals have been in the Netherlands for less than 5 years, the 
majority have been here for 1 or 2 years. 
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Table 1.3 How long have the internationals been in the Netherlands? 

  abs. %

Less than a year   59 12

1 - 2 years  268 52

3 - 5 years  76 15

6 - 10 years  20 4

Longer than 10 years   18 3

No answer   69 14

Total  510 100
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2 Respondents are happy in Amsterdam 

In general, internationals are happy in Amsterdam: they give the city an average grade of 
8 out of 10. 46% of respondents award it a 7 or 8 and 40% give it a grade of 9 out of 10 or 
full marks. The remaining 14% rate the city with 6 out of 10 or lower. 
 
Personal social life in Amsterdam receives a slightly lower score: an average grade of 7 
out of 10. 38% of respondents award it 7 or 8 out of 10, 24% a 9 or 10 and 38% give it a 
grade of 6 out of 10 or lower. 
 
Neither average is affected by the age group of the respondent or how long they have 
been in the Netherlands. 
 
6 out of 10 respondents report that Amsterdam is without doubt a welcoming city for 
internationals and 1/3 think this is true to a certain extent. 10% think the city is either not 
welcoming to a certain extent or not at all welcoming. 
 
Figure 2.1 Is Amsterdam a welcoming city for internationals? (n=510, percentages) 

59%

32%

7% 2%

Yes, certainly

Yes, to a certain extent

No, not really

No, not at all

3 An active socio-cultural life is important 

Respondents report that an active socio-cultural life plays an important role in general 
well-being: 43% of the respondents state it as being important while 48% think it is very 
important. A mere 1% of the participating internationals report that an active socio-cultural 
life is not very important or not at all important with regard to general happiness, while 8% 
is neutral on the subject. 
 
Hobbies, going to concerts, bars and clubs or participating in groups and clubs are the 
most common answers given by the respondents when questioned about their socio-
cultural life. To a lesser extent, respondents also go to sport clubs or practice sport, go to 
the theatre or take part in charity work. The open answers indicate that a significant 
amount of respondents visit art exhibitions (e.g. at galleries or museums), eat out with 
friends or family or go to the cinema or park. Religious activities also play a role in the 
private lives of the respondents. See appendix 2 for a complete list of the open answers 
provided during the survey. 
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Figure 3.1 What do internationals do in their spare time? (n=510, percentages, multiple answers

possible) 
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If cultural institutions were to create more opportunities for connections between local and 
international (expat) networks, 60% of the respondents would be willing to participate in 
such a network or at least support it. More than a third is non-committal: 36% might get 
involved. The remaining 4% of respondents is not interested in (more of) such networks.  
 
75% of respondents visited an exhibition in a museum or gallery in the preceding 12 
months, nearly as many as went to the cinema. Concerts and festivals such as IDFA, the 
Uitmarkt and Dance Valley are also popular amongst internationals, albeit to a lesser 
extent. 
 
Figure 3.2 What have internationals been to in the last 12 months? (n=510, percentages, multiple 

answers possible) 
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Just under half (48%) of the participating internationals report receiving a satisfactory 
amount of information about culture in the city. However, a similar-sized group (47%) 
report that they receive insufficient information. 
 
The website iamsterdam.com is the most commonly used means of searching for cultural 
events in the city and for broadening social horizons. Information is also sought using 
social media channels such as Twitter and Facebook, by talking with colleagues and 
friends, by using internet search engines and looking in newspapers. More than a third 
looks for information on expat-focused website expatica.com and 20% visit iamexpat.com. 
 
Figure 3.3 Which sources of information do internationals use to search for cultural events in the city or 

broaden their social horizons? (n=510, percentages, multiple answers possible) 
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4 Colleagues form the largest group within the social network 

Colleagues form the largest group within the social network of the majority of respondents 
(nearly 8 out of 10). In descending order of size, the other groups in the network are new 
friends, acquaintances, friends from college or the past and family. 
 
Figure 4.1 Which groups are part of the social network of internationals? (n=510, percentages, multiple

answers possible) 
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The social network of 59% of respondents is primarily comprised of other internationals. 
3% report a social network consisting of primarily Dutch people and 36% report having a 
mixed social network.  
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Respondents report having the most daily contact with their colleagues, followed by other 
internationals, people on the street and shop staff. 25% of respondents never come into 
contact with their neighbours. 
 
Figure 4.2 How often do internationals come into contact with various groups? (n=510, percentages) 
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Respondents rate the work-spare time balance with an average grade of 6.6 out of 10. 
44% award the balance a grade of 6 or lower while the remaining respondents award it a 
7 or higher.  
 
5 Having local friends is important 

80% of the participating internationals state that having friends in the city is (very) 
important. Just 1% sees it as being unimportant and 19% are neutral on the subject. 
 
The majority (58%) of respondents is dissatisfied about the number of friends they have in 
Amsterdam while 37% are satisfied. 60% of all internationals involved in the survey have 
Dutch friends in the city. However, a similar percentage (57%) report not really being a 
part of Amsterdam culture or being not at all part of it (46% and 11% respectively). More 
than 1/3 of respondents report feeling a little part of the city. 
 
6 Nearly half of internationals report (extreme) difficulty 
integrating into Dutch society 

33% of the respondents answered that it is hard to integrate into Dutch society, while 16% 
go as far as saying that it is very hard. However, nearly a fifth reports that it is (very) easy 
for them to make friends or become familiar with Dutch culture (19%). 31% of respondents 
are neutral on the subject. 
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The majority of respondents (57%) do not feel integrated in the city while 35% state that 
they do feel integrated.  
 
60% indicate that they aren’t really or aren’t at all part of the local community (49% and 
11% respectively). 
Of these 258 respondents, 85% state that they would like to become more involved in 
Amsterdam society. 
 
7 Getting involved in city life is primarily important for 
internationals themselves 

Nearly 9 out of 10 respondents state that participating in activities in the city is (very) 
important for them personally. Nearly 6 out of 10 respondents believe that getting involved 
in local activities is (very) important for their career or business opportunities. 
 
Figure 7.1 How important is participating in local activities to internationals? (n=510, percentages) 
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8 Nearly nine out of ten internationals like living in Amsterdam 

3 out of 10 respondents extremely like living in Amsterdam and nearly 6 out of 10 like 
living in the city. Very few respondents report disliking living in the city. The factors of age, 
length of stay in Amsterdam and country of origin have no effect on this. Internationals are 
slightly more positive about life in Amsterdam compared to 2005 results. 
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Figure 8.1 Overall, how much to internationals like or dislike living in Amsterdam? (percentages) 
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9 Internationals miss social contact the most 

The most common answers from respondents when asked if they something is missing 
from their life in Amsterdam are: 

 social contact with friends or others 
 family 
 good weather 
 affinity with the language 
 integration in the Netherlands 
 a job 
 friendly Dutch people 
 certain food or cultural elements. 

 
Matters that respondents feel could help improve life as an international in Amsterdam 
are: 

 a better understanding of Dutch language and culture 
 a better network of friends and more social activities 
 better integration with the local population 
 more and better activities and facilities 
 more (English) information for internationals 
 better weather 
 lower prices 
 a better or more friendly service with less bureaucracy 
 if Dutch people improve their mentality. 

 
Local authorities and governmental agencies could contribute to improving the quality of 
life of internationals by: 

 providing English translations and information in English 
 facilitating social contact by organising more events 
 more effectively stimulating integration and mutual respect 
 improving the service offered and tackling the amount of bureaucracy 
 lowering prices 
 addressing street pollution. 

 
See appendix 2 for a complete overview of respondents’ answers to the above questions. 
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Appendix 1 The questionnaire 

Welcome to the survey about quality of life. The survey takes about 5 minutes to complete and aims to 
a greater understanding of life as an international / expat. Your responses will be private and completely 
tial.  

  
Q1 On a scale of 1 to 10 how would you rate your overall Amsterdam experience? (1 stands for 

very unpleasant and 10 for very pleasant)  
 1 very unpleasant  
 2 1  
 3 2  
 4 3  
 5 4  
 6 5  
 7 6  
 8 7  
 9 8  
 10 9  
 11 10  
 12 Hide Me  

 
Q2 On a scale of 1 to 10 how would you rate your social life in Amsterdam? (1 stands for very 

unpleasant and 10 for very pleasant)  
 1 very unpleasant  
 2 1  
 3 2  
 4 3  
 5 4  
 6 5  
 7 6  
 8 7  
 9 8  
 10 9  
 11 10  
 12 Hide Me  

 
Q3 Do you feel that Amsterdam is a welcoming place for internationals?  
 1 yes, very much  
 2 yes, a little  
 3 no, not really  
 4 no, not at all  
 5 no answer  

 
Q4 How important is an active social/cultural life to your overall happiness?  
 1 very important  
 2 important  
 3 not important, not unimportant  
 4 unimportant  
 5 very unimportant  
 6 no answer  
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Q5 What elements make up your social/cultural life? (multiple answers possible)  
 1 groups and clubs  
 2 sports associations  
 3 hobbies  
 4 theatre  
 5 charity activities  
 6 bars and clubs  
 7 concerts  
 8 other, namely   ________________________________________ 
 9 no answer  

 
Q5B If cultural institutions were to create more opportunities for connections between international (expat) 

networks and local networks, would you be willing to participate and/or support?  
 1 yes  
 2 maybe  
 3 no  
 4 don't know  

 
Q6 Who makes up your social network? (multiple answers possible)  
 1 colleagues  
 2 family  
 3 friends from college / the past  
 4 new friends  
 5 acquaintances (from hobbies, groups etc.)  
 6 other, namely:   ________________________________________ 
 7 no answer  

 
Q7 How would you describe your social network?  
 1 mainly Dutch  
 2 mainly foreign  
 3 mix of the above  
 4 no answer  

 
Q8 Do you feel a part of the local culture?  
 1 yes, very much  
 2 yes, a little  
 3 no, not really  
 4 no, not at all  
 5 no answer  

 
Q9 Are you satisfied with the number of friends you have in Amsterdam?  
 1 yes  
 2 no  
 3 no answer  

 
Q10 Do you have local Dutch friends?  
 1 yes  
 2 no  
 3 no answer  

 
Q11 Is having local friends important to you?  
 1 very important  
 2 important  
 3 not important, not unimportant  
 4 unimportant  
 5 very unimportant  
 6 no answer  
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Q12 How much contact do you have with the following categories of people?  
  a few 

times a 
day or 
more 

daily more 
than 
once a 
week, 
less then 
once a 
day 

more 
than 
once a 
month, 
less than 
once a 
week 

less than 
once a 
month 

never 

 colleagues       
 other expats       
 neighbours       
 civil servants       
 people on the street       
 shop staff       

 
Q13 On a scale of 1 to 10 how would you rate the balance in your life between work and free time? (1 

stands for a very bad balance and 10 for a very good balance)  
 1 very bad balance  
 2 1  
 3 2  
 4 3  
 5 4  
 6 5  
 7 6  
 8 7  
 9 8  
 10 9  
 11 10  
 12 Hide Me  

 
Q14 Do you feel it’s hard or easy integrating into the Dutch society? (For example making friends, learning 

the culture etc.)  
 1 very easy  
 2 easy  
 3 neutral  
 4 hard  
 5 very hard  
 6 no answer  

 
Q15 Do you feel integrated in the local culture of the city?  
 1 yes  
 2 no  
 3 no answer  

 
Q16 Do you feel a part of the local community?  
 1 yes, very much  ga naar vraag Q18 
 2 yes, a little  ga naar vraag Q18 
 3 no, not really  
 4 no, not at all  
 5 no answer  ga naar vraag Q18 

 
Q17 In the previous question you stated that you don’t (really) feel a part of the local community.  

Would you like to be more involved in the local community?  
 1 yes  
 2 no  
 3 no answer  
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Q18 To what degree do you feel participating in local activities is important: for you personally, for your 

career and for business opportunities?  
  very 

important 
important not 

important, 
not 
unimportan
t 

unimportan
t 

very 
unimportan
t 

 personally      
 your career      
 business opportunities      

  
Q19 What information sources are you using to find out about cultural life in Amsterdam or to expand your 

social circle?  
 1 www.iamsterdam.com  
 2 www.expatica.com  
 3 social media (Facebook, Twitter etc.)  
 4 Time out Amsterdam  
 5 Iamexpat.com  
 6 search engines  
 7 colleagues  
 8 friends  
 9 newspaper  
 10 other, namely   ________________________________________ 
 11 not applicable  
 12 no answer  

 
Q20 Do you feel you have enough information on the cultural life in Amsterdam?  
 1 yes  
 2 no  
 3 no answer  

 
Q21 Which of the following cultural activities have you attended in Amsterdam in the past twelve months? 

(multiple answers possible)  
 1 movie theater (to see a movie)  
 2 museum, gallery or exposition  
 3 theatrical play  
 4 musical  
 5 cabaret or stand up comedy show  
 6 dance/ballet performance  
 7 festival (for example Uitmarkt, IDFA or Dance Vally)  
 8 concert  
 9 lecture about art or literature  
 10 none of the above  
 11 no answer  

 
Q22 Overall, how much do you like or dislike living in Amsterdam?  
 1 extremely like living in Amsterdam  
 2 like living in Amsterdam  
 3 neither like nor dislike living in Amsterdam  
 4 dislike living in Amsterdam  
 5 extremely dislike living in Amsterdam  
 6 no answer  

 
Q23 What is missing from your life in Amsterdam?  

 X 
  

Q24 How could your overall Amsterdam experience be improved?  

 X 
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Q25 In your opinion, what action should be taken by local institutions to improve the quality of life?  

 X 
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1  Appendix 2: Open answers 

What’s your nationality? 
niet_ingevuld 4

Argentina 7

Armenia 1

Australia 10

Austria 1

Bahamas 1

Belarus 1

Belgium 1

Bolivia 1

Brazil 10

Bulgaria 4

Cambodia 1

Canada 8

Chile 1

China 9

Colombia 1

Costa Rica 1

Croatia 1

Cyprus 1

Denmark 3

Dominican Republic 1

Ecuador 1

Egypt 1

Finland 3

France 23

Georgia 2

Germany 25

Ghana 1

Greece 11

Hungary 3

India 56

Indonesia 1

Iran 4

Ireland (Republic) 11

Israel 4

Italy 19

Japan 3

Valid 

Jordan 1
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Kazakhstan 1

Kenya 1

South Korea 2

Latvia 3

Lebanon 2

Lithuania 4

Mexico 6

Netherlands 3

New Zealand 6

Nigeria 3

Norway 1

Pakistan 4

Peru 2

Philippines 1

Poland 9

Portugal 26

Romania 16

Russian Federation 12

Serbia 2

Singapore 2

Slovenia 1

South Africa 6

Spain 14

Suriname 1

Sweden 3

Taiwan 1

Tanzania 1

Tunisia 1

Turkey 13

Ukraine 5

United Kingdom 41

United States 58

Uzbekistan 1

Venezuela 3

Vietnam 1

Total 493

Missing System 17

Total 510
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Q5 What elements make up your social/cultural life? (multiple answers possible): 
 other, namely 

 a talk in the streets 
 activities with people from work 
 art 
 art and museums 
 art exhibitions, dance performances 
 buren/stadsdeel 
 cafeterias, museums, parks 
 Camping and spending time outdoors 
 Choir 
 church (3x) 
 cinema (3x) 
 cinema, exhibitions 
 cinema, restaurants 
 classes 
 coffee shops 
 coffeeshop 
 Colleagues at work 
 Community Meetings 
 creative events 
 Cultural events 
 cultural events, exhibitions 
 cultural visits/art 
 Dans, film 
 dining 
 Dining out 
 Dutch being openminded oposite expats 
 eating 
 Establishing lasting friendships 
 EYE 
 fellow colleagues/students 
 festivals 
 food actvities 
 friends (10x) 
 friends and relatives 
 friends, family etc 
 friends, other expats 
 galleries and art exhibitions 
 gathering with colleagues 
 GLBT Community 
 golf, museums 
 Good friends 
 good lesbian scene 
 Gym 
 house parties, cafes 
 ideally local friends 
 interacting with friends 
 job 
 Knowing dutch or other friendly people 
 languagelessons 
 meeting other expats to network 
 meetup groups 
 movies 
 Movies and theatres 
 Movies with English subtitles, Theater in English. 
 Museums (7X) 
 museums, events, exhibits, openings 
 museums, restaurants 
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 Museums, running in parks 
 museums, sightseing 
 Music 
 Music, markets 
 Nature, parks 
 networking, visitors, social networks 
 open people 
 paragliding in Wijk aan Zee 
 parks 
 Parks 
 parks/gardens 
 parties, dinners 
 Permissive attitude and forward looking social policy, aggressive defence of tolerance 
 Relegious activities 
 religious groups 
 restaurants (2x) 
 restaurants / home parties 
 restaurants, markets 
 school activities 
 Sharing with friends 
 shopping 
 sightseeing, day trips 
 Spending time with friends at park 
 sport events 
 squats 
 the good reliable friends I make 
 travel 
 visiting museums/parks 
 work 
 work colleagues 
 yoga 

 
Q6 Who makes up your social network? (multiple answers possible) 
 other, namely 

 activists groups 
 boyfriend 
 boyfriends friends 
 Church friends 
 expat clubs (InterNations) 
 expat wives of my husbands coworkers 
 Expats only 
 fellow students 
 former colleagues, other expats 
 GLBT Community 
 Hillsong Church 
 husband coworkers 
 locals I've met 
 MBA alumni network, business network 
 meetup groups 
 meetup.com 
 most of my friends are people i have met through other people 
 my boyfriend 
 my landlord and his friends 
 neigbours (3x) 
 neighbours, classmates 
 other expats 
 Other Expats 
 Partner 
 people from my home country 
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 Regular Duthcies we meet out and about and people from our kids school 
 roommates 
 school parents 
 volunteersjob 

 
Q19 What information sources are you using to find out about cultural life in 
Amsterdam or to expand your social circle?  

other, namely 
 advertisements 
 advertising 
 AmsterDO 
 ASH 
 billboards, TV 
 brochures, magazines, 
 Club websites, music websites, posters 
 Couchsurfing 
 couchsurfing, meetup 
 couchsurfing.org (2x) 
 Dutchnews.nl 
 dutchnews.nl  klm herald 
 expat groups MeetIn, MeetUp 
 Expat Handbook 
 facebook 
 General avdertising one sees about 
 gogodutch website 
 http://www.elynx.nl/ 
 internations 
 internations.org 
 linkedin 
 meetin.org 
 Meetup groups 
 meetup.com (11x) 
 newspaper if English 
 other local websites 
 posters, billboards, ticketservice, event's websites 
 posters; other magazines 
 Rush Hour Mailing List 
 Sites with announce,ent about upcoming concerts 
 social networks: Internations, ASW 
 via my club / hobby: a choir 
 walking around 
 www.dutchnews.nl 
 www.dutchnews.nl, flyers at different venues, street posters 
 Yelp (2x) 

 
 

Q23 What is missing from your life in Amsterdam? 
 niets ingevuld (177x) 
 Feel more integrated in the culture (but it's mainly because I don't know Dutch).  - 

Restaurants / cafes have very bad quality / price ratio. TERRIBLE. Service is most of the 
time rude, very expensive, quality is average and quantity is very low. I missed a lot being 
able to go out with friends to have dinner / cafe more often. I hardly ever do that in 
Amsterdam 

 Miss some after clubs (24x7) - like Berlin (Berghain). More international nightlife for the 
rare occasion when I feel like 25 again ;-) - More nature. oh well... - More selection of 
shops. The geemente should restrict for instance H&M to open 50 stores in Amsterdam 
and rather encourage small businesses, eventual with sponsorship. - Miss more the old 
times as well. Too many idiotic rules the last years from the geemente. (cannot stand 
drinking a beer on a cafe +++ ) 

 my family, my friends from home - people's warmth - nice weather 
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 old friends, close family - quality theatre in languages other than Dutch - time to enjoy it all 
 -Something equivalent to Time Out New York or London- that aggregates *all* cultural 

activities. (Time Out Amsterdam is not adequate in this regard) -A better way to find 
apartments 

 Sunshine and good weather (2) Good shopping 
 better customer service and support from civil servants and shops - usually extremely 

delayed. 2. good weather 3. beautiful nature 4. more sociable neighbours and locals 
 a bigger social network 
 a bit more acceptance from the local people.I'm just want to spend a day without 

disparagement cause I'm a foreigner.Thank you 
 a car 
 A chance to take part in local politics. 
 A church (romanian one), warmer weather (but you can not help with this), my friends. 
 A connecting platform for expats and Dutch.There is a pure expat society in the city as a 

paralel society and this is not comfortable or gives the feeling of integration.jobs for eg. 
spouses of expats, who dont speak dutch would be nice.This should be Jobs not based in 
callcenters or customer care and not being underpaid. 

 A dog 
 A girlfriend 
 A good social network 
 a good supermarket! 
 A good weather 
 A job and local Dutch friends. 
 A larger social circle, a better understanding of Dutch culture and language, group sporting 

activities, more diverse food. 
 a lot more casual and free creative events or programs like - Vivid Sydney, Biennale of 

Sydney, life drawing etc sessions at a bars or pubs 
 A lot!!! 
 a more friendly attitude from the locals towards integration 
 a part time job for non dutch speakers 
 A sense that I'm part of the local culture.  I've taken seven Dutch classes and have given 

up because Dutch people automatically switch to English (I speak 2 other foreign 
languages that I learned when I lived in other countries so it's not a lack of talent).  I am not 
eligible for inburgerings courses because my husband and I are non-European knowledge 
migrants - I can't even pay to go.  The few Dutch friends I have have all spent time living 
abroad.  I am not working at the moment so I am not part of any institution here.  My 
children speak fluent Dutch and go to a local school but I can't help feeling like an outsider.  
The portrayal of the US in the media here does not help and peoples' assumptions about 
my country are often misguided, especially when it comes to politics, education, and 
healthcare. 

 a soul, warmth, welcoming people, latin spirit 
 Ability to learn the Dutch language properly or use on a regular basis (American, English 

speaking employer and work environment) 
 Ability to speak Dutch would be key to integrating into local culture. Personally, language 

barrier is keeping me from finding work & the type of social network I'm used to 
 ability to speak in the local language 
 Affordable housing 
 Although I'm learning Dutch it's  still not a level where I can easily enjoy theatre in Dutch, 

but this is really minor. 
 An open community for my neighbourhood. Local Dutch language circle - idea of 

community group speaking in Dutch about the community, but with non-Dutch trying to 
learn the language in mind. 

 an own apartment to an affordable price 
 Asian food 
 At the moment I am looking for a job, so there are many things for me to discover starting 

with having Dutch colleagues and therefore have a better understanding of the local culture 
and social life. I love living here - for the past 4 months - it is a lovely city with lovely people 
and I am so keen in starting working and fully integrate into the cultural and social life of the  
city / country. 

 authentic relationships, less strict relationships at work, warmth 
 be able to understand the language a lot better. still in the basics of the language 
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 be less afraid to talk to people, go out and have fun. 
 Being able to finally master the Dutch language and having a job in Amsterdam self 
 Being forced to speak Dutch and integrate into Dutch society. It's welcoming for expats but 

hard to break beyond the expat label. 
 Better (affordable) quality in housing, better food choice (in supermarkets and markets) 
 Better integration into local society - Dutch friends 
 better weather and well-mannered Dutch people 
 Better-than-mediocre cuisine and food options; lack of food culture (getting better in the 

last couple of years, but still below par for a cosmopolitan city) 
 caring government that does things for citizens other than charging all sort of taxes offering 

very little back. more friendly, helpful and at hand locals less fines 
 Cheaper parking, more friends and time to socialize 
 Close friend(s) Better proficiency in language 
 close friends, cultural/social sites to visit regularly 
 close friends, warm weather 
 close friends/support network 
 Close proximity of my family 
 contact with the society, dutch communication skills 
 Continuing with my hobby from Germany: Wing Chun Kung Fu 
 culture and also with our knowing dutch it is very difficult to integrate. 
 Dating! 
 Due to lack of Dutch (language) knowledge, the local news and activities are sometimes 

missed out. 
 Dutch acquaintances, more info on events, integration in the Dutch society 
 dutch friends (3x) 
 Dutch friends, more interraction with the Dutch lifestyle. 
 Dutch friends. I'm doing my best to learn the language, that will help I'm sure, haha. 
 Dutch language (2x) 
 Dutch language skills 
 Dutch language, Dutch friends 
 Dutch local friends.. Social Circle etc 
 Dutch movies with english subtitles. good weather. good food options that don't involve 

sandwiches. 
 dutch people willing to accept you in their group of friends... 
 Employment because I am 51 years old, it is impossible to find employment; and university 

education because I am not from an EU country, I have to gain more Dutch language skills 
 exercise 
 family (7x) 
 Family and friends 
 Family and Friends from India 
 Family and job 
 Family obvioudly and friends with the same cultural background as me. Also have to travel 

a bit far to meet with the people I know, because haven't been able to make any friends in 
my neighbourhood. 

 family social network friends 
 Family, Close friends, better weather and a work permit. 
 Family, friends from my Country, a few types of food, more days without rain and sunny 

days. Unfortunately you cannot provide none of them.  Based on my experience here so 
far: generally Dutch people do not shake hands when meet you. They will treat you very 
well but seldom or never invite you to do something together with his/her family/friends. It is 
not common in my Country. I do not agree or disagree but I realize it makes integration 
with Dutch people and their culture more difficult moveover it gives me the sensation that 
Dutch people are very reserved and cold. 

 family. hype places. 
 few more Dutch friends 
 Food, family and my close friends 
 Free time and friends. 
 Friendlier people, nicer food, better weather, less xenophobia 
 friendly and helpful service everywhere, big supermarkets, family, good weather 
 Friendly, caring and not discriminating dutch people 
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 friends (12x) 
 Friends from country of origin 
 Friends that are not also colleagues from work. 
 friends who speak same language, more social dutch friends 
 Friends, cultural experience, all information is in Dutch 
 Friends, good weather, late night dining 
 Friends, safety on street 
 Friends, theater (plays in English), dance classes, fitness centres. 
 friends!! 
 friends/ contact with locals/ job opportunities 
 get to know more people (just moved here) 
 Getting opportunities to know what the locals do, where do they go for fun e.g. activities 

with the kids. Most of the websites and info are in Dutch. 
 good base of local friends and acquaintences. most of my friends are expats and then 

come and go from the city quite often. also, going into the same cafe or restaurant or store 
doesn't mean that you are seen as a "local". i've gone to the same places for years and i 
still don't get a friendly familiar service. 

 Good food 
 Good food, weather and close friends 
 good friends. 
 good lesbian scene 
 good weather (5x) 
 Good weather (but that can't be changed!)  More friends (locals or not, it doesn't matter so 

much) 
 Good weather and friends 
 Good weather Dutch friends 
 Good weather Sun! 
 Good weather, good food, parking spaces. 
 Good weather! 
 good, warm weather good true friends 
 group of friends access to listing of events  local version of http://gratisinantwerpen.be/ 
 Have frieds, speek dutch or better English 
 having more friends to go out with 
 Having more friends, especially local ones, and being more involved in the community. 
 Having my English family and friend around me. I feel or have no connection with Dutch 

people (except my husband who is Dutch). people don't want join to join their already 
established circle. Always hard to make appointments with people and see friends like I 
used to regularly see them in the UK. There is no continuity in relationships with Dutch 
people. 

 hobbies 
 Home-cooked meals & seeing my own family more often 
 I absolutely regret that I don't speak Duch as I believe you should not be living somewhere 

without at least attempting to integrate but Dutch lessons are expensive and my job is 
demanding.  I learn a few words a week.  I now know 2,000 but it is very hard to speak and 
my Dutch friends all prefer it when we speak in English as they get bored.    I would like a 
system where I could join in a course at my workplace one lunctime for half an hour once a 
week but my employer very tight for cash.    I am also missing job security because if I lose 
my job I lose my life here and our business is struggling everywhere. Could use a better 
network of international employers looking for expat talent in senior executive roles in 
Netherlands or I may be forced to return to the UK for financial reasons. 

 I am a member of the library but I would like the library to have more English reference 
books so I can study! 

 I am missing a job. When I have begin working I will be able to further immerse myself in 
Amsterdam living by attending Dutch lessons and mixing with both Dutch and International 
collegues. 

 I believe that the only thing missing is the fact that I don't speak dutch. I believe that 
although everyone speaks English it is an added value to learn dutch. 

 I do not have close friends and family in Amsterdam. I got a bad news last weeks and I 
could not share it with anyone in Amsterdam. It would be nice to have very close friends in 
Amsterdam. 
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 I feel like people are not warm here, they are rude and thinks that they are superior. 
Xenophobes I only have good feeling about my colleagues apart from that all dutch people 
are indifferent to strangers. 

 I find very difficult to get Dutch friends and get integrated outside of the expat world. Expats 
are not staying, Amsterdam has a high turnover. 

 I got the work permit,but I didn'g get the ID even a reason! 
 I have been here for just a few weeks and it is too early for me to say! 
 I love amstedam, but have found it difficult to make friends. I have many friends at home (in 

the UK) and it makes me consider returning to the UK for this reason. I do not want to rely 
solely on expat groups, and am trying to learn Dutch. I would love for more events with the 
opportunity to meet people. 

 I miss "agenda" freedom, everyone in this country needs to make appointments even to 
drink a glass of water together, it's insane! I miss the good weather. I miss healthy people 
in the partys, I do not like drugs and most of the people is up to cocaine or other things, 
that's scary. I miss having girls friends with high values, respecting themselves and not 
letting every guy to jump in the bed with them. 

 I miss my friends and regional cuisine. 
 I need THE SUN!! 
 I recently moved here so need to make some friends! 
 I see everybody talks in English, understands English, then why dont everybody have an 

English Website also, so that I dont miss out deals or events. Rest all is absolutely fine. 
 I studied pretty hard this year, so now I feel like I missed a natural chance to find new 

friends, like introductory parties and similar stuff. 
 I think what it is missing is the everyday conversation with people on the street, in shops 

and with neighbors. There is an overall coldness that exists from the local people. 
 I'm industrial designer and jeweler (wife of a high skilled migrant), and I haven't found a 

formal job. Now I freelance with overseas clients, and that lack of social interaction, has 
been the hardest part of living in Amsterdam (and the weather ;)) 

 In my country i was busy with my job. I am lawyer. I was enjoy situation be with my friends. 
So, when i came in Amsterdam, i thought i will find new friends, find new job, but nothing 
happened. i tried apply every day for 3-4 jobs, but all year nothing happened. I can not go 
in outside without money. Theater, museum and etc cost a lot. 

 Inspiration & friends 
 Interaction with local people. Brown skin/Black skin people are always treated weird. Local 

people are friendly but they never extend the friendship beyond a point. 
 Interesting job Less provincial feel/attitudes in Amsterdam  Friendlier people in daily life 

(shops etc) 
 It is very hard to integrate with the Dutch people I know: they tend to stick together and, 

while they always are friendly, they rarely make plans that involve expats. 
 joing a sports club 
 just arrived here recently, so still finding friends and getting used to things. 
 just the summer 
 Knowing about some nice events 
 Knowing how to access local services such as help with employment or social services 
 Knowledge of Dutch language 
 Language 
 Language forms important part of any interaction - written or verbal - and mostly it's dutch. 
 late night shopping, groceries. 
 Late opening hours/sunday opening for stores and service shops (never get sick on a 

Sunday morning, won't be able to find a decent medicine); more options in menus for lunch 
(all eetcafes have THE SAME menu); more spontaneity of people (no need to make 
appointment to see someone in four weeks for a coffee); more child stimulation in daycare 
(you pay a fortune and kids just play on their own, no teacher, no stimulation...a child less 
of four with full time working parents has then no source of stimulation); less burocratic 
medical system (quality of treatment is good -if you ever get it- and slow). And of 
course...weather, but there is nothing to do about it 

 Learn Dutch 
 Learning the language; making more friends; feeling integrated; find places I like to go/be. 
 Limited culture.  Museums are nice but not something you'd continue to do on a repeated 

basis.  No theatre/musicals except on a VERY limited basis.  Live music scene almost non-
existent. 
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 Living in a new culture is interesting and nice but you miss the intimate family and friends 
relationships. I would like to walk more freely in Amsterdam without smelling the strong 
marjuana :) 

 Living in centraal not enough facilities for peoples everyday living needs... 
 local connect trekking and such clubs sports and such clubs 
 Local connections 
 local connections, family 
 local friends 
 Local friends 
 local friends who invite you over to their homes.  It just doesn't happen with Dutch people. 
 Local friends, more possibility of speaking dutch 
 local friends, networking 
 Local friends, Real openess of dutch people towards foreigners (everyone seems very 

open, but this is only a surface, overall there is a feeling of negative attitude towards 
expats). 

 local manners is missing!  the local culture is harsh, blunt and uncaring.  such a beautiful 
city, spoiled by how indifferently the local treat each other. it's a dog-eat-dog society 
(surprising for such a small city) and this is the BIGGEST problem expats face: coming to 
terms with a lack of civility and friendliness that they take for granted in their home 
countries. 

 Lot of expat events are just too big with often 100 or more people attending. 
 mainly miss nice & friendly people,nice food and a good atmosphere 
 Making good long term Dutch friends, especially I find Dutch girls for extremely cold, 

selfish, cocky... 
 Many things 
 Money! 
 More 'tastemates' - people who share the same cultural preferences as I do. General expat 

groups join people solely based on the fact that they're all foreigners. What is required is 
English speaking groups who gather people according to certain preferences regardless of 
them being foreigners or Dutch. 

 More chances to interact with Local Dutch in settings that are MORE than about learning 
the language. (I already speak Dutch fluently but would like more Dutch friends I didn't 
move here to meet more Americans!) 

 More concerts and cheap food. Oh, and more theatre in English (until I learn Dutch well 
enough). 

 more dutch friends 
 More dutch friends 
 More Dutch friends 
 more Dutch friends more opportunity to learn and speak Dutch 
 More English language cultural opportunities.  Although I speak Dutch I prefer watching 

theatre, etc. in English. 
 more free time 
 more friends 
 More friends - I need more work:life balance to go out and meet them 
 More friends who are similar to the ones I have back home 
 more friends, 
 More friends/connections 
 more frinds, Dutch language, bicycle :) 
 More gay sport options 
 more information about events 
 More integration with dutch people 
 More interaction with friends.  Not speaking Dutch. 
 More interaction with the Dutch as acquaintances/friends, as that is a rare occurrence. 
 More local friends who are willing to integrate expats into their usual social circles 
 more newspaper options in english but on local news 
 more realtionships with neighbours. 
 More social life in the sense of having a group of people that i meet often, instead of 

meeting different people in different events all the time... there is not a continuity instead 
there is new people, new things to do so it's always the "first meeting" meeting 

 More space at home. 
 more sporting activities, knowledge of local events, parties. 
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 More sun! (2x) 
 More time. Only been here for 4 weeks. 
 Mostly close friends and family 
 Mountains:) 
 My family 
 My Family 
 my family, a bit more integration with dutch, when you are an expat you suddenly end up 

spending a lot of your free time with other expats in ur same situation. 
 My family, my boyfriend, some food from my country :) 
 My friends from home (UK) but that's just life as an expat! 
 my old friends 
 My parents 
 My parents and some of my old friends. 
 My significant other 
 My Spanish friends living is Spain,;) 
 My wife is missing, trying for the past 6 months to get the documents and now past 2 

months for the application to processed, if I could return to SA quickly enough I would, it 
has been a huge strain on my maraige due to the slow procedures and inflexiblity of my 
company and the IND 

 Nature,Decipline of Citizen,Fearness, Law obeydiance. 
 Netherlands people mentality shows that they are very racist people and in general do not 

appreciate hard labor. Also Amsterdam society I see being very lazy. 
 Nice Dutch friends. 
 Nice people. 
 nice weather (4x) 
 Nice weather - more outdoor activities. E.g. a lot of concerts are cancelled because of bad 

weather. 
 nice weather and having different seasons during a year, some kinds of food, variety in the 

nature, some easy processes for doing official works,a good housing 
 No families accompany. Hope next time they can come with me. 
 Not much. Maybe a certain degree of friendliness that Dutch people seem unable to 

muster, but that is all. 
 not pre-arranged meeting, spontanious going out or meeting people 
 Nothing 
 Nothing at this time.  Fairly recent arrival. 
 Nothing missing as such. But it is very hard to integrate into Dutch society and make Dutch 

friends. My husband and I are both Australian so no real connection to holland which 
makes it hard. But we do love it in Amsterdam. Standard of living and work life balance is 
great. 

 Nothing really, except my family. 
 Nothing, I am enjoying my life. 
 Only social life 
 Options on Vegetarian food. That are available in other international centers like London & 

NY.   Need more Veg options on the menu of restaurants 
 People are not welcoming in shops , or streets or banks . One can feel some kind of 

discrimination. some of the employees at above mentioned places treat you less as 
compared to a dutch. 

 People being nice without a reason 
 People with who i can hang out together 
 playing golf with local people, joining local social events 
 Plays in English 
 Portuguese sun, people, food, etc. Durch people are not social 
 professional sports 
 Proper (english) customer service 
 Quality friends. As an international person, it tends to be a transient place with people 

always coming and going. Hard to meet people as more than acquaintances. 
 quality swimming pools - there is need for new swimming pools in Amsterdam(must be big, 

with transparen roof/walls, clean and not overcrowded!); at present there are very few good 
quality swimming pools here; and those that are here are not very good in comparison to 
other countries. 
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 Rather than integrating more with the Local Culture, I think I'd like to mix more with the 
other Expats. Most of the expats I've met are colleagues. My opinion of the "expat scene" 
is a that it may be a bit "sad" (for want of a better word!) 

 Real contact with locals. Most locals will directly tell you "they have enough friends"...quite 
condescending! I know many people leave, but also those of us who stay deserve more 
respect. We tend to get pushed off, and then only mingle in expat/native groups. Getting 
the dutch to mix is tough... 

 REAL friends 
 real friends and family 
 Relationship 
 Relationship with family members 
 Respect 
 riding my bike 
 Right Job and more friends. 
 Safety on the streets, especially protection from dangerously driving bikes and motorbikes 
 sense of belonging to the city 
 Service minded people. 
 SERVICE!  Good shopping and more places with live music at no charge. 
 Shops are closed at 18:00!! They should be opened at least until 8 pm. 
 Shorter commuting time to work (Den Haag) so that I can have a better social life in 

Amsterdam. 
 Silence & non-noisy neighbors 
 Social contacts, jobs for expats 
 Social events, Dutch friends, Integration in the local society 
 Social Life as i am indian 
 social setup easiness to connect with Locals; unless you learn Dutch one can never be a 

part of local culture ! 
 Some English books; Indian Fish; Indian festivals 
 some local dutch contacts 
 some sun... 
 Sometime the signbord and vending machines information are only written in Dutch. At 

least I need english explanations.   Free car parking area unclear. Sometime very 
confusing free or charged. Also difficult to recognaize parking area. 

 Spanish newspaper 
 Speaking dutch.  Took some lessons but find most A'damers realize i don't speak well and 

switch to English.  Wish i had a way to get someone to help on placing fone calls - this has 
been the hardest 

 Still need to make more friends and improve my Dutch but its only been six months. 
 sun (4x) 
 Sun and space! 
 sun? 
 sunny hot days... only weather aspects. 
 sunshine (5x) 
 Sunshine, corteous shop personnel, friends, proactive civil servants (instead of always 

going by the book and not willing to make one step further) 
 sunshine, social network, close friends, 
 Sunshine, sunshine, and... sunshine 
 Sunshine!  German resturants 
 Swimming - gyms do not have swimming pools, and the local swimming pool has odd 

hours. I am not an aerobics type person, so my physical activity has suffered a bit. 
 swimming-pools and dutch friends. 
 the childcare is so expensive and there is a long waiting list of unexpensieve international 

school. 
 the Dutch are very closed socially. in the UK, when you start a job, your colleagues will go 

for lunch or a drink with you, and it's from there whether you become friends or not - the 
dutch don't even afford this opportunity. 

 The Dutch customer service mentality is non exsistant... 
 the dutch language!  everyone will speak english to me but it's not first choice.  i need to 

learn dutch to really participate. 
 The intergration to local culture is insuffficient. 
 The language and nice people. 
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 The only thing missing is more Dutch friends 
 The sun 
 the Sun :) 
 The weather :) 
 There are not many options for english medium international schools, what is available 

have big waiting list if not very expensive. 
 THEY ARE NOT FRIENDLY 
 Time. I have just arrived a few weeks ago and I am looking to find the balance between 

work life and my social life. 
 Volunteer opportunities for people who aren't (yet) fluent in Dutch 
 volunteering 
 Warm and friendliness between people! Dutch are too closed and unsociable. 
 weather,help from city hall for dutch curses 
 weather! 
 Welcome enviornment to expat.  Not sure if it's particular to Chinese, like me. 
 Welcoming Dutch people, willing to create a bit of bonding with you. They say they don't do 

that because foreigners come and go and they don't want to waste energy getting to know 
people who will be gone in a short time. 

 What I miss the most is my family and friends, and the food little bit. 
 would be great to have cheaper dutch courses to learn the language and integrate easier 
 would love to make more Dutch friends 
 you 

 
Q24 How could your overall Amsterdam experience be improved? 
 niets ingevuld (231x) 
 less work, more free time - the Dutch should build that mountain to fix the climate (really, it 

was possible to create land out of the sea, why can't we work to fix the depressing 
weather) - getting more involved with the locals 

 Let's built a glass dome over the city, just the canal area would be fine.  - Trash collection 
should be improved, the city is a mess  - Civil servant and Gemeente websites should be 
more accessible for English Speakers. Taxes are too complicated and no advice is 
provided in English. 

 more international night life - less rules/bureaucracy - the geemente has to understand that 
people that work and live in the city wants to have a car and park the car where they live. 
Less taxes on parking places for people that live in the city. - encourage international 
businesses to open up in NL. Right now all the expats jobs are flying out of the country to 
for instance Ireland where there is less company tax. It's a reason why Facebook/Google 
etc didn't chose Amsterdam/Netherlands for the European HQ, but chose Dublin instead. 
And, this trend is continuing. (And, if so, probably I I'm out of here soon too...) 

 I work from 9 to 18 and most of shops close at 18. It is frustrating that I cannot do shopping 
after work. (2) No good shopping malls (the only one is Ikea) (3) It would be useful if 
delivery service work on weekends 

 Quality of life be improved (see next response) 2. The weather could change for the better 
 Would be nice if some services could be open at after work hours or on Saturday.  2. If a 

train is cancelled there should be an announcement of alternative transportation 3. Kitchen 
in the restaurants on Fridays and Saturdays could be open longer, at least till 23:00-00:00 

 a car 
 A city that welcomes expats should have more info available in English. Same applies to 

organizations where expats should go in case of problems.   An example. I received a letter 
from the Belasting Dienst so I call them up. The lady who picked up the phone call was not 
willing to help me out since I didn't speak Dutch. Her reply in a perfect English was "ask a 
Dutch colleague to help you out". Is that the way you welcome Expats here? 

 a daily news digest for expats about local news/views and events. 
 access to a decent job, no more real estate agents trying to rip off expats with ridiculous 

prices and fees, overall dutch people are hard to connect to 
 Active community groups/centers 
 Affordable housing.  More dutch friends 
 All the paperwork and bureaucratic procedures (except for the ones conducted by the 

Expat Center) are in Dutch. Anything, from requesting a Chipkaart to paying the water bill, 
seems to require Dutch.  I will try to attend a course in the very next future 

 Already answered - learning dutch. 
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 amsterdam experience is good but to improve may be i need to learn DUTCH 
 An expat event/festival would be nice once a year. 
 Be able to take my bike in the metro again during rush hours. 
 Better customer service!  I can't believe I have to dial 900 numbers to talk to someone 

about a problem I'm having with a delivery.  That is absolutely ridiculous 
 Better health medical system 
 Better help from ExpatCenter on getting my residence permit and registering my dog. 
 better integration 
 Better integration 
 Better promotion (free/low cost) of Dutch language and culture classes for expats living 

here over 24 months - whether or not from the EU. 
 better public transport, more sport facilties 
 Better service (cafes, restaurants etc.), better medical treatment. 
 Better understanding of the language to be able to communicate with teh locals better 
 better weather 
 Better weather :) 
 Better weather, hehe And I feel that sometimes Dutch people is quite arrogant 
 Better weather, more polite natives. 
 Better weather!  Fewer mosquitos. Direct trains to London (2015) But basically this is a 

fabulous  city and I absolutely love it. 
 Better, more integration between Expats and Dutch 
 Build new swimming pools; enforce safety among bikers (wearing helmets, no permission 

to dangerous cycling, e.g. to sending sms during cycling!); introduce English 
announcements at railway stations (of course in addition to Dutch announcements); 

 By changing the general view of opinion about foreigners among the Dutch!!! 
 by getting in touch with locals and balancing my working life with my social life 
 by going out more and visiting attractions etc that i have not gotten a chance to visit as yet. 
 by having friends 
 By having more friends, more free time and a bit more money. 
 By improving my language Getting to know more people 
 By learning dutch 
 By learning Dutch, socializing, attending various classes, getting acquainted with more 

people. 
 By learning dutch. 
 by making friends 
 by making new friends, start learning Dutch, attending more activities 
 By more integration, which will come when I am getting better in Dutch I hope 
 by more social local people in terms of making friends and improving the legal help towards 

expats in cases of disputes. 
 By people speaking back to me in Dutch so I can learn the language better. 
 By self learning or asking colleague. 
 By the weather being better :) 
 Can't be. You can't force Dutch people to become your friends. They are friendly and nice 

and open, but they keep their childhood friends close and are not willing to welcome new 
people in their lives. 

 change the people 
 Cheap flights from Amsterdam. 
 Cheaper parking, more friends and time to socialize 
 Cheaper public transport + cheaper museum tickets 
 cheaper rent 
 cheeper transport 
 Communication with Banks and local regulatory bodies in English as I'm not able to 

understand Dutch properly 
 conduct social meetups where locals and expats meet and integrate 
 Could you make people open minded? 
 day to day interactions with people working in the 'service' industry such as shops and 

restaurants is often negative in terms getting a sense that people really don't enjoy the jobs 
they do therefore do not care about customer service. No idea how you can improve that 
but this is my only thought. 
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 Dedicating more time to meeting Dutch and getting informed about community activities + 
learn Dutch. 

 Documentation in English! Virtually all the notices, handouts, government circulars are in 
Dutch! 

 Dutch language proficiency, deeper involvement in the community 
 dutch lessons mixing with locals 
 dutch people willing to accept you in their group of friends... 
 Easier access to gementee information and what services are available to expats.  

Impossible to find through official means, all by word of mouth. 
 easier access/cheaper dutch classes & platforms for expats to find jobs in a variety of fields 
 Easier to find weekend activities - iamsterdam groupings of events is useless and 

overcrowded with non- events - move museum and gallery stuff to its own page - have 
sections for sport, outdoor activities, boating, clubbing, gay and lesbian specific section 

 English is spoken more frequently, more English is used in signs and TV and also in 
conversations. 

 Events about local culture should be organized frequently, this would give platform to 
expats to interact with local people and get more info about culture 

 Expand my social life in Amsterdam, know more people. 
 expat center's or other institutions's free language courses 
 Find more social groups 
 find people similar to me 
 Finding a girlfriend 
 Finding more friends ! 
 Free / cheaper dutch lessons for people who have residency due to a work permit, and 

transfer for work,  as it is currently only free for their spouses. Speaking Dutch would help 
integration into Dutch circles. 

 Free Dutch class dor foreigners 
 Free Dutch language lessons. That would be very important. 
 free Dutch lessons 
 Friends, connection to the local culture 
 Get more intergration and friends 
 get to know (in english) about music festivals, art workshops and happenings in the city. 
 go more often out 
 GOOD 
 Good enough. 
 Good Weather (2x) 
 government information in English ..... while learning Dutch 
 GVB and NS could stop sucking so much 
 Have better weather + locals be more willing to speak in Dutch instead of English 
 have local connections have more social programs available in English 
 Have local people be more patient with trying to speak Dutch Offer proper Dutch food in 

the range of 10 to 15 EUR Have service people (e.g. in bars) be more service oriented 
 Have some more opportunities to meet other expats as for example some organized 

activites. 
 Have the Englih language used in public services (on phone answering machine, public 

transport information) as everyone here speaks it anyway. 
 Having a more active social life 
 Having more time to meet people, more cultural events 
 Having some more people, less restriction on the activities, longer opening time for shops 

and gyms, better public transport 
 I am currently only visiting. However, I will be staying longer later. I am an academic and 

when I am back, I would like to be involved with the academic community here. 
 I am having a good time here. so no comments on this question as of now. 
 i am planning to learn dutch so i could get involved into more cultural/local events that are 

not held in english 
 I been here only 2months now. so hasn't got any improvement yet. 
 I could get better service. I seem to get bad and expensive service everywhere: From 

business to leisure activities. People are just missing deadlines, never call back, just do not 
do their job 

 i could learn dutch and make more of an effort rather than expecting locals to reach out a 
hand. 
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 I do like my way of life here.  One comment: Dutch people will help you if you need some 
information but for a turistic city to not have more basic things written in both Dutch and 
English in the city makes things more difficult for tourists and people still learning Dutch.  
More things written in English in transport stations and other public places. Please!!! 

 I have to give more time for me and my family, and enjoy the city. 
 I like Amsterdam. 
 I need to learn Dutch. I mostly feel like an outsider because I don't understand anything 

anyone says. 
 I need to learn more Dutch so I have a better connection with Dutch people and culture, 

and better understand what's going on in the news, government, etc., and enjoy a broader 
range of cultural/social events. 

 i should adapt more to the local culture: planning a dinner in 10 days, a concert with friends 
in 2 months.   mmm... not sure it would work! 

 i should learn dutch language 
 I think everything is ok 
 I think it is really hard to learn Dutch and I have really tried. I understand their level of 

English is excellent but they should try and help expats who are obviously trying a bit more 
 I think that having a job outside of my studio and interacting with colleagues would make 

me happier. Anyways I'm very happy in Amsterdam, its a beautiful city, very friendly. 
 I think that someone should talk openly about how negative Amsterdam (dutch) people 

have become towards foreigners. 
 I think there should be more services available in English. Namely more tax support! 
 I think there will always be a division between dutch and expats. 
 I think to really integrate you need to learn Dutch (it's on my list!), even though everyone 

speaks excellent English, people just appreciate that you're making the effort 
 I would like to belong to groups of people going through the same process of integration, to 

share experiences, points of view and help each other. 
 I'd prefer it if cyclists didn't come at me from all directions! 
 If I knew how to bike in the busy streets of Amsterdam! 
 if i left or if the Dutch people became humans 
 If I spoke the Dutch language better. 
 if it didn't rain so much and dutch people were kinder to the people around them 
 If my job allows it, spending more time in experiencing Amsterdam. That's presently not the 

case. 
 improved prices for rent for expats 
 improved support for learning Dutch, making Dutch connections, more info on local events 
 improving my dutch 
 Improving my social life...in Amsterdam 
 It is already satisfying.... 
 It is difficult to answer as it is a cultural difference that I am not used to. Being American, 

there is a warmth that comes from engaging with people in the states that I have not yet 
found here. 

 It is highly improved actually. I have been in Amsterdam for 7 months. I am a socially active 
person. My only concern was about a very personal sad news which I have received lately 
and is very extreme. These kind of situations are rare but tough. May be there could be 
emotional support teams :) 

 It is ok.  It could be better. 
 it is very costly living here 
 It would be nice to have an access to a sort of voordelpas for to the cultural events. 

Something that will include the membership fees of Paradiso or Melgweg, or Ziggo Dom 
Member Club. 

 It would be so much easier if employers were more open-minded and if it would be easier 
to find a job - the language is an obstacle for me at the moment. Also, I had some issues 
with the municipality regarding the free of charge language courses that they used to offer 
to expats but they don't anymore - it was a long journey to find this out. 

 it's a beautiful city and the people have been very friendly. i need to learn dutch.  also 
helpful would be english language newsletters or email lists to help people like me learn 
about events and meet new people. 

 It's good as it is. 
 Its a very good city with very good systems. I am happy on a overall basis. 
 Its ok... But can be better. 
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 Just some more free time. 
 Knowing Dutch and integrating more with the local culture. Which is hard because the 

language is very difficult and people (in general) are not very open with expatriates. And 
when I said open, I mean to be easy to get into the inner circle of friends. 

 Later opening hours and sunday opening for store and service shops/providers. More 
options for lunch, other than tosty, croquetten and the same salads. More stimulation at 
daycare for kids/toodlers, the peuter-spel-salle is not an option for full time working parents. 
Easier and faster access to specialized doctors, as huisarts don't have enough knowledge 
to treat many common medial situations. Less rain and warmer weather 

 learn better dutch 
 Learn Dutch (2x) 
 Learn Dutch and get involved with the local community 
 Learning Dutch 
 learning dutch and get to know more people 
 Learning Dutch language. I have started classes, hope it goes well 
 Learning Dutch would be a great improvement to the overall experience of living in the 

Netherlands. 
 Learning Dutch, which I am currently doing by taking my 3rd Dutch course.. still it's hard to 

start speaking... 
 learning Dutch!, finding friends and having more sunshine! 
 Learning the language and meeting more people 
 Learning the language and participating in more local events 
 Learning the language will certainly improve my integration to dutch society. 
 Leaving!  Maybe if we had children we would experience another side to Amsterdam. there 

again I'm not sure with Dutch people. 
 Less bureaucracy 
 less rain 
 less rain? 
 Less time in the office would help. 
 Less waste on the streets, more tasty food. 
 Let expats be part of the local activities at the Gemeente. 
 lower apartment rent costs warmer weather easy and cheaper parking better food 
 make more events where expats meet dutch people. 
 Mastering the language! 
 may be learning Dutch and having a better housing will help me to improve my life in 

amsterdam. 
 meet more people to call friends in the end 
 Meeting expats 
 meeting friends 
 Meeting more people 
 meeting more people through expat events, seminars, just an excuse to go out. 
 Meeting more, good quality people 
 more activities at work that involve contact with the Dutch lifestyle. 
 More activities to connect Dutch an Expats.A local buddy programme for new expats.A 

public hotline number for all expat related questions and complains.English language 
support at the tax office. 

 more connections with more people! 
 more English language usage everywhere. 
 more events for expats 
 More events, introductory events, social events. More friends! 
 More fines given out for garbage on the street, and crackdowns on urination on the street. 
 More firednly people and more opportunities to meet people. 
 More friends 
 more friends/ better job opportunities/ more opportunity to speak Dutch although it's poor- I 

need to practice more. People hear I am foreign from my accent, and switch to Engliish 
 More information on activities and life that is suitable of new expats to help integration 
 More information regarding government related procedures and easier acces to the job 

market. 
 More insistance on language integration, as a knowledge migrant, there is no mandatory 

language learning, whereas normal visa applicants (ie. spouse visa) must pass a cultural 
integration test. 
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 more integration by understanding the language 
 more integration with locals and culture 
 More integration, probably will happen when I learn Dutch to a better level. 
 more invites and discounts 
 more isits 
 More legal correspondance in English 
 more local Dutch friends 
 more local news in english 
 More money?! 
 More of possibilities to adapt English 
 more of things form previous question, access to affordable accommodations (local prices) 
 more openness from the dutch community to be friendly to expats, more opportunities to 

get involved with the local community (but not just charity work...) 
 more opportunities to meet like-minded people 
 More organized ways of going out with other people here, better integration with local 

society -- apart from the few Dutch people I work with, everyone I meet socially is an expat 
 more practise of Dutch, swimming and so on. 
 More regular opportunities to meet and mix with other expats and international friendly 

locals at organised or informal events 
 More respect for personal space and better service with a smile or at least some 

resemblance of customer service. 
 More service minded people 
 More services to help older expats find employment (part time is better than no work); and 

same for continuing education 
 More social get-togethers and gatherings. 
 More sun? Seriously, I love living in Amsterdam. I have lived in Milano, Boston, Lugano, 

just to name a few and Amsterdam is the city with the best quality of life. The only thing 
that can "improve" my experience is myself getting out there more... 

 More time of work to have the strength to go out and meet more people 
 More work:life balance to enjoy what Amsterdam offers 
 Moving from Ijburg to the center - be more close to where the activity happens. I'm trying to 

find an apartment.  Learn Dutch properly could also improve my integration. It's a tough 
journey to learn it though, even with my girlfriend being Dutch. 

 Moving here with my boyfriend, better transports  connexions to see my family 
 My experience can be improved by working and meeting Dutch and international people 

while also attending Dutch lessons. 
 My overall Amsterdam experience woul be improved if there would be a little bit easier to 

find an apartment. Also, it would be very nice if government letters would be in English or 
at least in electronic form so that it would be possible to copy-paste it in google translator, 
now I have to re-type all the words. And it is pretty time-consuming task... 

 my previous answer is applicable here as well 
 Need to make more friends. Need more job opportunities for english speaking people. 
 nicer policemen 
 No comments as of now 
 no idea 
 Noise from bars and terraces is disruptive and getting worse. I know it's gezellig to sit on a 

terrace, but the residents in the centre suffer from influx of people who take their drinking 
beyond gezellig. 

 Not really 
 Not sure. In Australia it's easy to integrate into society as an expat because we hang out 

with our work friends a lot whereas in holland this is not the case. Have been learning 
Dutch for a year now so hoping to integrate better once I'm fluent in the language 

 open all supermarkets 7 days a week. Metros and trams should be available after midnight 
(may be once an hour). 

 Organising of events, Creation of a social network involving both locals and foreigners 
 Pariticipating in Sports like swimming,  playing Tennis 
 People could be more aware of the people around them. Folks here are very individualistic. 
 People could insist I speak Dutch (politely of course :) instead of switching to English 

immediately - but I should probably just practice, practice, practice. Otherwise no 
complaints. 
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 Perhaps more awareness professionally and socially for expats. Make more events, 
community activities, social engagements available. The expat community is widespread 
and fragmented. We want to belong more to the city on a more permanent basis than 
temporary. 

 Please have everything in English also. 
 Practice speaking Dutch with the locals (currently on Dutch lessons) 
 Problem that in a lot recruiters agency's opened, but it's not possible get job. I am person , 

who can not set at home. For me better if i will be busy. Also i think if i will study 
Netherlands language and start understand - then my life change, but not...At now i speak 
Dutch, but still without friends and without job. Problem, that have not the real job for high 
educations expats. 

 Pub quizz on dutch values and habits so you know where you're treading before making 
blunders or getting judgemental about dutchies. 

 Recreationally, more professional theatre in English. For quality of life, better outreach 
programs for dutch nationals and we buitenlanders… 

 Remove the legal obligation to do all official  & legal communication in Dutch. English 
option should be provided by govt, pension funds & health insurance companies. 

 Safety 
 same as above 
 See answer to the previous question. 
 See previous 
 see previous answer and fill in the gaps! 
 See previous answer. 
 see previous answer. also better work life balance. 
 See previous question 
 Simplify and be more transparent in the process, I have no idea how long it is going to take 

for a decision to be taken and can do no planing, all the call centre say is that they have up 
to 6 months to make a decision, it's upsetting....., 

 Since we can't do much about the weather, I would like to see more jazz clubs I think 
Amsterdam lacks fine jazz clubs. Also, I would like to be involved on the music scene 
(being a music performer for 10+ years now) so it would be nice to have a musicians 
community or groups/meetups etc... 

 So far has been really ok 
 So far it is fine. May be with more indian markets 
 Sorry, I don't really know. 
 Still feel public transport is a little inadequate, also expensive. 
 Stop the rain!  ;-) 
 Sunny days 
 That is a personal thing and therefore only I can do it. 
 The 'volksbuurt' where I am living should be more polite toward each other 
 The city/country should offer free Dutch lessons, particularly those who are starting from 

scratch.  Would make me feel as if I'm more integrated having the ability to start 
understanding what people are saying in Dutch! 

 The dutch people be more open, not so closed in their life and friends circle 
 The government effiecency should be improved.   the Schiphol airport is not friendly. I and 

my colleagues was  check rudly by the customer guys!!! The find any possilbe reason to 
punish the gust to this airport. This should NOT be the lab of Netherlands. 

 The library situation. 
 The master programm that i choose to study  at the university of amsterdam will improve 

the overall experience. 
 The more I got out and participate in activities the more I meet people. So as Long as I 

remain active my experience will continue to improve. 
 The weather ;-) Learning the language and culture more in depth. 
 the weather ! 
 There should be more involvement of Dutch and Indian people in a cultural event 
 tips for everything being an expat in Amsterdam given by the Registration office. Where 

can I find everything to shop. Didn`t get a Tahin Paste yet. 
 to get to know more people 
 To provide an option to view official communication in English as well. 
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 Usually all expat social events are just drinking and talking. would be nice to have some 
activity in common - interactive lecture or masterclass/workshop, sports event etc. or 
maybe this is my wrong perceptions and bad experience 

 very good 
 Very good 
 We bought an apartment in Amsterdam. Our apartment block also has a number of expat 

owners. However the Dutch VVE system is not good at supporting home owners that don't 
have a very high command of Dutch. This has excluded many of us from important 
decision making processes to do with our property. 

 week end jobs related to my hobby n passion 
 Well only if they give me permanent residence and I leave this country once for all, I have 

my house here and I don't want to loose it. But all in all I hate this country. 
 What you seem to be getting at here... more access to info about goings-on in town. 
 Wider circle of friends and not having to deal with rude, narrow minded Dutch people. 
 With a better social life. 
 With a better understanding of Dutch. Also as an international city there isn't much info 

available in English. Even in my small town back home you could get many documents 
from the local council in about 5 different languages. Even though people are normally very 
helpful it would be nice to have more documentation that we could actually read. 

 With a Car 
 with good weather! 
 with learning proper Dutch.! 
 with more friends 
 with some time 

 
Q25 In your opinion, what action should be taken by local institutions to improve the 
quality of life? 
 niets ingevuld (300x) 
 stop cutting budgets, it's silly and it hurts us all in the long term; the money is there, it just 

needs to be invested properly - stop large building projects and keep green and old areas 
intact 

 Government bureaucracy is awful. Make use of the internet, expedite things and have civil 
servants that are more knowledgable and willing to help.  2. Improve the experience of 
working with the IND. Forms and the website should be fully in English. Phone line should 
work and be free of charge. Employees should be more helpful. The time to get an 
appointment significantly reduced. 3. I live in the center, in the Jordaan. On my street there 
is too much traffic. The access of cars should be reduced to residents and certain times of 
the day. Traffic laws should be enforced more often with a special attention to taxi drivers. 
More space be designated to commercial vehicles. It is daily that they are jamming the 
small bridges around the neighborhood, especially around the 9 Straatjes area.  4. Reduce 
loitering of junk mail mail boxes. 5. Central garbage cans should be added instead of 
having piles of garbage on the streets several days a week. 6. Eliminate loud 50cc 
scooters 7. Improve recycling 

 give chance work in Amsterdam for expats, 2) open special professional course for high 
education expats in English language. (yes, Amsterdam has this course, but when some 
one try apply they ask diploma about English language course , for example TOEFL). if 
person speak in English, why they need paper for this? It's really stupid. it will be collapse. 
When a lot people with diploma about Dutch language or English will get job, but they will 
do not understand what is the role in this job?!  3)situation about bad weather..., can not 
change, but a lot people with bad weather have bad mood, then get depress.It's just 
rhetorical. 4)children's. In Amsterdam we need sport gym for children's, bale dance 
(cheaper, then we have), music school (cheaper, then we have). 

 a centralized info center catering the needs specificaly for expats on nay of their needs. 
 A local buddy system.Expat center should be more visable and helpful.Not only registration 

for highly skilled professionals.Also there should be a hotline number for expat life related 
questions. 

 A lot of information was unknown by me, the advertisements are all in dutch,I don't 
understand, wish you can inform me more information about local life.Thx. 

 A lot of official communication is still only in Dutch, would be great if it is in English too. 
 Above should be changed more by the government (especially medical part). Service is 

more cultural thing. 
 access and communication of available institutions in English for when just arriving 
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 Activities with neighboors and dutch and expat people 
 advertise events in media (street posters, metro/tram, newspapers) 
 Advertisement 
 Affordable housing.  Write documents in English 
 All I need is to be reunited 
 Also encourage local people to join the expatcenter events. 
 arrange more expat meetings and especially make sure expats know about these events 
 As I already mention, government letters might be in electronic form or in English. 
 As I said at the previous question. 
 At leasst in the public area,all the information must be write down both english and local 

language. 
 At least to have the websites available in English as well. I fully understand we are in NL 

and therefore it is recommended to learn some Dutch, however, at the beginning having 
some info available in English will make life easier. 

 Awareness campaigns that foreigners are part and parcel of Dutch life and keep the 
economy dynamic.  Maybe a "Respond in Dutch" movement.  I love it here but as you can 
see from my previous answers, I don't feel integrated despite having lived here for 4 1/2 
years and earning a degree at the UvA. 

 be aware that some international people are not going to learn dutch, so as international 
city everything should be in English 

 Be more aware that Amsterdam is a  multi-cultural city, many cultural events are not 
accessible or of interest for expats. I don't know how you could make the Dutch more open 
and friendly to foreigners though... 

 Be more awareness of people's social needs from different countries and make the local 
community aware of this too! 

 Better advertisement in English of upcoming events 
 better bus schedule (ex: it always comes earlier than scheduled), more support for 

pedestrians (ex: cyclists need to know that they have to stop if a pedestrian is on a 
crossing, slow down in parks, etc), encourage other supermarkets except ah. 

 Better expat rental schemes for housing. 
 Better informing on city events, offering more opprtunities for expats to meet each other. 
 Better monitoring and policing of noisy idiots at night - I know monitoring has started in my 

neighbourhood 
 better services level (and more gentle people facing employee) 
 Better services. Not for expats, for everyone. Paying for cleaner companies that never 

clean is an example. 
 Better support for non Dutch speaking for the overall documents received from the 

administration. A Dutch and English version should be available upon request 
 buy me a car 
 can't think of any right now 
 Celebrate the Dutch and many other nationalities of Amsterdam together. 
 change the local institutions - and the people there 
 Cheaper access to Dutch langage lessons. 
 check the roop of the appartment, because of having  homeless people. 
 Clean and maintain green areas. Also stop increasing theft on the street. 
 Clean the city. 
 Clean up garbage spread all over because of some aso-Amsterdamers. 
 Communicate more in English 
 Consolidated listing of English speaking job opportunities 
 Create a web-site with information about current/planned road works, current/planned 

repairs in buildings near me 
 create more free events 
 Create more opportunities for people from different cultures to meet each other and 

advertise these more broadly. 
 create opportunities to meet Dutch persons 
 Creating English speaking groups focused on certain activities/preferences which would 

join local people as well as foreigners. 
 Do something about restrictions on shops working hours. 
 Doing special things together, like celebrating 
 Don't know 
 Dont bring in the weedpass. Fire all the Handhaving. 
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 Dual language (i.e. English) in official communication. Even at a local community level 
 dutch courses for EU people 
 each person's quality of life is their own responsibility 
 Either teach me Dutch or make it compulsory for every internet page to be in english too. 

my life would be much easier. 
 Eliminate need of a working permit, when you have a residence permit and cannot work it 

is so stupid 
 Encourage Dutch locals to engage with expats 
 Encourage dutch/local persons & families to be part gathering, events, functions that are 

organised for expats. 
 Encourage local and national businesses to offer English versions for any document they 

offer 
 encourage locals to be more welcoming 
 Encourage social venues to provide programs in English Organize social events to enable 

connections with local people 
 Encouraging personal contacts 
 english and dutch free classes 
 enhancing friendly culture 
 Enticing expats to speak Dutch, rather than harassment or social exclusion. 
 Events for expats on a regular basis 
 expats should be helped, especially students who graduate here and decide to build a life 

in the netherlands. 
 festivals, meetings, parties. 
 First of all, information about expats in municipality upon registration - advices on where 

one can get further information about taxes, insurances, etc. 
 Forfeits for people throwing their garbage on the street, riding their scooters too fast on the 

bike paths or on the pavement. 
 Free Dutch Class 
 Free Dutch language courses! 
 Free Dutch lessons for qualified expats 
 Free/cheaper Dutch lessons. 
 Get more activities that make expats integrated with Dutch society (can be international 

food festivals, and thing like this). Some Cross Cultures activities will be nice.  Also the 
normal Dutch Language Schools are very boring and traditional, so try to innovate on this... 

 Give incentives to businesses and agencies (such as phone service providers, insurance 
providers, transportation agencies, government agencies, etc) to publish information (web 
pages, emails, regular mail, etc) in both Dutch and English. 

 Give the Belastingdienst the option to answer in English. It's hard to always find someone 
who speaks Dutch for basic enquirers. 

 Give the forienger more help. 
 Given for every culture a prospect where I can find local products and products from home. 

Where are schools, gyms around my place. Where can I go making new friends? Main law 
systems. How can expats meet Dutchies? 

 group meetings local people with expats 
 have trams running at new years Eve have enough clubs open after 2 oclock offer 

transparency for small events-parties, etc., the big ones are easy to catch, but the small 
hard to find 

 Higher fee on education, higher requirements for universities, higher pays for young 
professionals. 

 housing  dutch lessons 
 I am not sure. 
 I can not really think of a solution 
 i don't feel that it needs to be improved, but if you need a tip, teaching and explaining 

cultural things in other languages would be nice. as for making this lectures easily 
available. 

 I find the lax of law execution here unfair.  For example, rules/laws are all in placed with 
regards to littering, no eating and no drinking on trains etc. but we often find many 
passengers oblivious to those rules/laws.  So the rest of us have to contend with dirty 
seats, food smells, litter from left-over food etc.  The authorities should run campaigns 
reminding everyone of them.  I have asked young people who were eating inside metro 
trains if they knew that eating is prohibited, but they mostly said they didn't know.  Shop 
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theft is common in Alber Heijn supermarkets too, with people taking things right in front of 
other shoppers.  The security, once informed, merely took down their names and told them 
not to come back again.  Shocking. 

 I have been to Expat Event: Working in the Netherlands. Although I was not looking for a 
job, I liked the parts which were related to life in Amsterdam. Local institutions could bring 
expats together and organize sessions for making life better in Amsterdam with workshops 
from experts. 

 I liked the ad campaign about 'aardige mensen' and how to get on with them.  More similar 
campaigns to encourage people to treat each other with respect and patience/kindness 
would be good. 

 i only see the language barrier as an issue 
 I read all these negative news in the Dutch news about immigrants in the Netherlands and 

it makes me feel I am not welcome in this country.  Being more welcoming to immigrants! 
 I really enjoy when institutions promote outdoors activities. 
 I sincerely think that life quality here in NL in general, let alone A'dam, is one of the highest 

in Europe. 
 I think institutions are doing quite ok, I feel the improvement delta is more a personal drive 

(in my case). 
 I think institutions should acknowledge the English language more. It can be frustrating and 

quite negative if you send an email to the Dutch Gov in English for example and they 
respond in Dutch..or their forms are in Dutch etc I think it will help people feel less 
frustrated and give them more time to enjoy life and run in circles to clarify an issue. 

 I think local institutions play a great role and I am satisfied 
 I think that in order to what it is on their hands to do, as far as I am concerned, they are 

doing a great job! 
 i think that train tickets' prices should be decreased a bit 
 I think the city has everything for everyone 
 I think the quality of life is already better here. May be ..more quick response in terms of 

getting an appointment with Doctor/local hospital 
 I think there is not much to improve -- it's very good. 
 I think this is not the matter of the institutions but of the habits of the people and the way of 

living 
 I wouldn't worry about the expats to begin with. I think there are integration issues with 

other people who come to live here more permanently with families who have a hard time 
getting settled. Oh, and if you could find a way to get the scooters out of the bike lanes that 
would be great! 

 I'm happy already about live here 
 Immigration departnment should improve the efficiency. Please keep the status posted to 

applicant.  For the Amstelveen City hall, I have a suggestion: could you opplimize the 
process of good behavior certification?  Last time , I requrest this kind of applicaton for the 
ID card in Belgium. I went to the City hall 4 times and make many phone calls. The handle 
fee for Visa and certification is the most expensive whateve I have dealed with this kind of 
things. 

 improve communication in english and also encourage expats to learn DUTCH at free of 
cost. 

 Improve the living situation in terms of availability of affordable living space especially for 
students. 

 improve the social activities between expats and locals 
 improved affordability for Dutch language classes 
 Inform the population better and try offering good deals on cultural activities . Also it 

wouldn't hurt if some institutions would offer information in english as well. 
 Information sharing on events, social gatherings etc on large scale 
 Information should be offered in English. 
 Institutions do not improve aol.  People do - empower and make it easy for people to 

become engaged, financially support grass roots activities, connect people 
 Integration 
 integration activities with expats AND dutch, generally the integration activities are only 

with expats 
 Interaction with the expat community. More job opportunities for english speaking people in 

your your local job circles. 
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 Isolation of the expats- or foreigners in the general sense- is an overall public opinion 
issue. Thus, the local institutions can not change this quickly. After all, it is up to the expats 
to push the boundries and start making local friend circles. The institutions can help 
creating these grounds. The rest should come from us. 

 It is not the local institutions, it's the attitude of people. For example, why had I to argue 
with the people working in a furniture shop because they wanted to deliver my cabinets 
when THEY wanted, that is when I was not home (true story) ? And when they finally 
agreed, the delivery took place at 11:30 PM ? Do you call this service ? 

 It would be good if all the important documents like rental agreement, municipality letters 
etc. are also provided in English to expats. 

 it's not the institutions, it's the people 
 It's up to individuals, not institutions. 
 Just keep like that 
 language courses, integration programmes about social life, tax, rent, employment, 

housing issues 
 Less administration 
 Less paperwork for integration in the society 
 Life is good here. 
 lower prices higher fixed for expats 
 Lower rent for flats, for expat the rent to pay have a heavy weight on the budget 
 lower rent prices 
 Lower the taxes... 
 make sure people mingle 
 make the public transport staff more friendly to people :) 
 Marketing to expats to be more involved in Dutch centric events. 
 Maybe by reaching out to the large expat community, more inclusion, not letting language 

be a barrier. 
 Maybe every neighbourhood council should arrange some community events for the 

people to come together. 
 Maybe offer more help to learn Dutch or better understand some of the red tape here...e.g. 

Pitfalls of housing rental market, sorting out a dentist, that kind of thing 
 Maybe they should organize meetings in small groups, enabling a cozy atmosphere, 

organize cultural trips around the city, or visit to museums... but everything in groups to 
make it more personal. Because most of the expats feel like they do not want to walk into a 
room with a lot of persons you don't know, but maybe the idea of small groups would be 
more atractive. 

 Meet and greet with Dutch people of same interest 
 metro is horrible espacially in the summer period, no a/c, unhealthy hot inside, dirty and 

very outdated 
 Mmm I forgot to mention it before. The worst thing about the Netherlands is not the 

weather, but the medical service, is terrible, confusing, very expensive, I'd like to be better 
informed on that subject. I'm scared of getting sick, having an accident or getting pregnant, 
I've heard awful stories from expats and dutchs as well. 

 More action by police on bag snatchers on Schipol -> Amsterdam Central trains and 
security at stations generally 

 More affordable and quality housing in the city, specially for single people 
 More customer service focus 
 more english translations on websites, documents and aplication forms. 
 More events for expats with locals 
 More expat events, more notice for events, more free events or paid events like Taste of 

Amsterdam. 
 more festivals. 
 More frequent garbage collection.  A mail system that actually delivers packages (or at 

least leaves a notice). 
 More friendly and ensure staff can speak minimal English. If I have problem buying 

household appliances or household items, then the contracts will be a much more 
problematic situation for me. 

 more happy and inclusive, community-building activities.  the locals love to party and this 
too is good for expats but it soon gets rather exclusive and at times can become hostile to 
'outsiders'. Amsterdam has changed radically in the last decade that I know of (and before, 
too, no doubt) and it is a far less safe, relaxed or inclusive place.  this needs to be actively 
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reversed.  less conservatism!  why should this place become just like everywhere else?  
there  will be nothing left of anything unique. 

 More help on legal front for issues related to housing. 
 More info about living in Amsterdam available in English. 
 more integration, understanding and acceptable of expats  clearer understanding of 

culture, processes, i.e. renting, tax, etc 
 more invites and discounts 
 more local community events advertised in english as well. cannot yet read the 

neighborhood newspapers in dutch since we just moved here. 
 more national holidays, or days off when the sun shines =) 
 More policing on streets Improve traffic regulations Make city centre traffic-free More (free) 

cultural events, e.g. vondelpark/westerpark concerts/festivals 
 More sports arenas near Amstelveen 
 Most companies (banks, post, etc.) dont have english web sites or if yes all important 

documents are in dutch and they normally want to get rid of you if you dont speak english. 
 Multi-lingual signage 
 n.a 
 no idea 
 none (3x) 
 NONE-  quality of life here is amazing! 
 Not sure 
 Nothing really. The streets and the parks are clean, the education is very good and the 

police is always stand by.! 
 offers in tickets to expats to encourage participation 
 Once per year all registered residents should be able to vote by internet on the proposed 

local government expenditures to indicate to the institutions whether the plans are in line 
with the view of the majority of the residents. 

 One important point is the service level at shops and restaurants. I am always made to feel 
that I am doing the shops a favor rather than I am a customer spending money. 

 Only the cycling issue. 
 perhaps local community centers can offer courses/classes (yoga, dance, language, etc) in 

english for both expats and local residents 
 Plan more social activities, send info in English. 
 Please do less work on the streets. Things are always being repared, streets are closed... I 

understand lots of this is unavoidable, but there's too much hassle from street work I think. 
The area around the Central Station has been a nightmare for years!  Other than that, 
disallowing foreigners to consume marihuana is a step back in a progressive society. If 
other cities are so square, let this be the place of fun to everyone.  For the rest, I don't 
know. Let's face it, this is one of the most progressive and civilized cities in the world! 

 prevent high rent 
 Provide english translations on more occasions. ESPECIALLY WEBSITES AND 

INVOICES. Most official websites have NO english section or the english section is a joke 
(contains just a collection of 3 pages that are very vague, very old and of no serious use) 

 Provide more social interactions for expats 
 Publish more information in English or other languages. 
 Quality is life is alright, all that matters is quality of social life, I think people here needs a 

basic lesson in how to live in multi-cultural society, and anyone who is not dutch are also 
important for this world to work properly. 

 Quality of life here is good. Ik zou zeggen ... Uitstekend  It is the 3rd Human Development 
Index. The proplem of the Countries in the upper part of the HDI list are: lonelyness and a 
boredom lifestyle.  More activities to integrate people and to stimulate people to do physical 
activities together (for instance) may help. 

 Quality of life is already great. 
 Quality of life is amazing. no complaints. Just wish learning dutch was made easier/ less 

expensive 
 Quality of life is good 
 reduce parking rates, local activities events even at neighbourhood level 
 reduce the price of transport and allow more days to throw the garbage away (that's 

ridiculous) 
 Reduced train fares to make commute more affordable. 
 relax visa norms for parents 
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 remember that there are not only dutch people but also people from other countries who 
speak other languages and we want dont want to feel like we are not wanted or not 
important. 

 Remove litter from streets 
 Remove the waste and trash from downtown. It looks really awful. 
 Safety 
 See answer to the two previous questions 
 see last answer 
 See last comment 
 see previous answer 
 Services to help partners and spouses of Dutch citizens feel more acclimated to the 

country 
 Setting up get together functions, public gatherings. 
 some places are missing about English translation of something ( both verbal and written)  

For example, Jumbo supermarket has nothing in English so it is hard to buy and select 
something 

 Speed up metro work 
 Start private Taxi service for common man 
 Support to build a network of multinational employers and headhunters all looking to recruit 

international talent in NL. 
 tackling the ruling racist talk in the media and promoting integration from the public sphere , 

not only in terms of social life but for the professional/entrepreneurial/working spheres 
 tandem/buddy projects btw locals and expats 
 Teach customer service and respect personal space. 
 Teaching Dutch that foreigners aren't enemies 
 The garbage collection doesn't seem to work (at least in 1012 postcode) very well. An 

English newsletter would be nice about everything that's happening in the Gemeente. 
Voting in local matters would be nice. 

 the institutions are doing well in my opinion. It's more about personal interactions. 
 the news digest could give relevant information that would help the person choices 
 The paperwork is a nightmare! 
 To get rid of more abandoned bikes. 
 to make more publicity for workshops/events/meeting where people could meet, like the 

ones from the french cultural institute, where mostly french people go. 
 Train people on service 
 Until now I didn't have experiences that I could consider that might need improvement. 
 We live in the 1012 post code. There is a lot of graffiti and the standard of street cleaning 

seems to have got worse in the period we have lived here. Also there seems to be no 
control over where people put park their bikes or worse motorized scooters. Sometimes we 
open our front doors and have scooters or bikes poorly parked directly in front of our door.  
Also I don't believe motor bikes and scooters should be allowed up the small not traffic 
pedestrian streets as they make too much noise - particularly late at nigh. These are not 
traffic streets. 

 well it's pretty good, i can't complain too much, at least i have a job 
 wider credit card acceptance 
 With 53% foreigners on average living in Amsterdam, make more room for bilingual events 

for young couples and families. 
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